Frog sits by bank
Flys Swarm
The Frog catches a fly
The other flies fly off
Sound is heard Frog bounces into air
Boom
Boom
Elephant walks by
Cut to wide shot of elephant walking
2-2: Elephant drinks from water
3-1: Frog looks over at the elephant
3-2: Frog tries to puff himself up to look big

4-1: Cut to LS of frog puffing himself up
4-2: Frog explodes
4-3: Elephant looks at the blown up frog

4-4: Elephant looks forward and sprays the screen with water
5-1: The frog tried to look as big as the elephant and burst
5-2: Animation by: Ryan Drane
MSU 2009
As water drips across screen we get the proverb and the credits